Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
13/01/2016
Date of Meeting: 13/01/2016 Time of Meeting: 1830hrs ended 2100hrs Venue: Cardiff Met
University
Convener: Chairman Steve Lloyd (SL)
Board Members Present: Stef Collins (SC) Anne-Marie Koukouravas (AMK) Jason Merchant (JM) Jon
Shefford (JKS) Cameron Selley (CS) Lee Coulson (LC) Gavin Williams (GW) Phil John (PJ)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
Steve Lloyd Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting.
Appointment of Minutes –
SL asked if any member could take Minutes. JKS offered and it was accepted by the Board.

Apologies –
Apologies received from Neil Fairburn (NF) Haydn Jones (HJ) Lucy Witt (LW) Lee Coulson (LC) Ceri
Martin (CM)
Conflict of Interests –
SL asked the board if there were any conflicts of interest that needed to be declared prior to the
start of the meeting. None Declared.
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Neil Fairburn SL opened the meeting informing the Board that he has had discussions with NF and unfortunately
given his work commitments NF has decided to step down from his position on the Board of
Basketball Wales.
AOB SL raised a number of questions GW had queried. GW wanted to know if Basketball Wales (BW)
could still apply for funding that FIBA provides in the near future, seeing the changes that are
occurring in the near future. GW asked if u18 would still be able to participate in FIBA from 2016
onwards. SL suggested LW to check BW participation and to obtain reassurance on BW’s position.
NF’s position was discussed it was agreed that an advertisement would have to be circulated to see
if anyone was interested in the role of General Secretary. A job description was to be obtained. GW
to check if he had template job descriptions from his contact in Disability Sport Wales. GW to also
get job specs of the other Board members that had previously drafted by his contact. This is to assist
and to utilise our resources. AMK also offered her assistance with the job specification.
SL raised the query that Basketball Ireland made in regard to Will and his position with BW and FIBA.
It was confirmed that Will was the FIBA National Instructor of BW and FIBA are happy with his
position.
The recognition review was raised and discussed. SL stated that obviously with NF’s recent work
commitments not much has been done, but he is attending a meeting on 22 January 2016 with
Sports Wales. SL invited whoever wanted to come and the Board agreed on complying and passing
the review and to make to and get the correct systems in place sooner than later.
SL raised the sponsorship request of David Foale toward the ‘Final Fours Competition’ within SWBA.
It was agreed by the Board we would honour a previous boards decisions to sponsor but not to what
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amount. In future, BW would need to know what the money was going towards and specific costs
backed with an invoice in order to consider sponsorship.
SL raised spending procedure. It was agreed that before any spend, it needed to be passed by CM
and another Board member needed to be privy to the conversation. so at least 3 people within the
board witnessing the spend.
SL raised the 3x3 competition and how much we should spend on it. CS agreed it was important and
this was agreed by the Board. The Board was not 100% confident with BW’s financial seeing we have
not had the information yet. The Board agreed to sign up to 3x3 again. SL to confirm BW position
with FIBA.
GW concerned that once we join GB, would the u16 compete at FIBA. Because technically we would
not be members so could be given the £7,000 grant per team for their participation. LW to check
with BBF to clarify funding options from FIBA.
JKS brought up the matter of the Articles of Association (AoA). JKS informed the Board of the cost
options as highlighted in his report. It was agreed to commission the work for the AoA by Sheridans
LLP given how important they are and it could assist with the recognition review. It was agreed to
choose the fixed price option assuming that it included VAT.

Next Meeting 9 March 2016 - 18:30
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